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ABSTRAC-I

Maguesian minngsotaite has a dominant primitive lat-
tjcewith a = ?8.0 A(-5 x 4,4), b = 9.4 A, dwt = 9.6
A, c :  12.4A, 4 = 101o, B = 127", 1 = X)o, Z = l ,
with an ideal composition of (Fe,Mg)3eSia6Oe6(OtI)4. Fer-
roan minnesotaite is dominpntly C-centre{ with a : 50;6
A (-9 x altrd), b -- 9.6 A, dwr : .9.6 A, c -- 12.4 A,
cr = l0lo, B = 127",? = 90o, Z = 2 andanideal compo-
sition of (Fe,Mg)27Si36Oa6(OH)zo. The Mg:Fe ratio is
about 0.2 for the C-centred structure and ranges betwegn
0.2 and 0.75 for the primitive stxucture. Twinning and com-
plex intergrowths between P and Ccells produce reflections
simulating a superlattice along Y and Z. Each of the two
types shows a discrete variation in B* angle, commonly
measured as 42o, 52o and 64o. Diffuse streaking is observed
along reciprocal lattice rows parallel to Z* for k * 6n ot
nets of Okl reflections, with lesser amounts of streaking
parallel to XE atd Z* on hol nets. A structural model for
minngs6lails is dprived from k = 3z subcell X-ray data,
electron-optical structural images, and simulation of
electron-diffraction data by optical diffrqction. A 2: I layer
is approximated by a continuous octahedral sheet and
opposing tetrahedral sheets, with the latier modulated along
X, but continuous along Y. The P cell has tetrahedral strips
thal axe four lerahedra wide, whereas the Ccell has tlree-
tetrahedra-wide strips regularly alternating with four-
tetrahedra-wide strips. For both stuctures, adjacent strips
are connected by a single chain of silicon-oxygen tetrahedral
chain extending parallel to Yand occupying the interlayer
region. Thus, adjacent strips within the she€1s and across
the interlayer region are firmly linked. Across the octahedral
sheet opposing tetrahedral strips are displaced parallel to
X by one half 6; u strip width, allowing a corugation to
develop in the layers with limited curving of the
tetrahedral-octahedral interface. It is postulated that the
origin of the supercell is based on dimensional misfit
between a continuous Si tetrahedral sheet and an ideally
flat iron-rich octahedral sheet. Consequently, ten tetrahedra
(4 + I + 4+ l) span nine octahedra parallel to X for the P
cell. For the C cell with the larger, iron-enriched octahedra,
nine tetrahedra (4 + I + 3 + l) span eight octahedra.

Keywords: minnesotarte, talc (iron), modulated structue,
X-ray, high-resolution transmission electron-
microscopy.

SoMMAIRE

La minnesotaite magn€sienne a un reseau prjmitif:
a  :  28 .0( -5aa) ,b  :  9 .4 ,  du t :9 .6 ,c  :  12 .41* ,a :

l0l', P : 127o, 'Y -- 90o, Z = l, avec formule
(Fe,Mg)3sSiaeOx(OH)zr. La minnesotaite ferreuse possdde
une maille d face C celSr€e: a = 50.6 (-9 a121), b : 9.6'
d g r  - -  9 . 6 , c :  l 2 . 4 A , o :  1 0 1 o ,  P  - -  1 2 7 ' , 7 : 9 0 : ,
Z = 2, etrfipond i la formule (Fe,MgbSi36Or5@H)26. Le
rapport atomique Mg/Fe est d'environ 0.2 pour la struc-
ture d r6seau C mais varie de 0.2 d 0.75 pour Ia structure
d rdseau P. Le maclage el des intercroissances complexes
entre structures P et C produisent des rdflexions qui simu-
lent un surr€seau en Yet Z. Chacvn des deux types struc-
turarx montre une variation de l'angle 9*, dont les valeurs
mesur6es sont le plus souvent 42 " , 52 et 6o ' On observe,
sur r6ticules des rdflexions 0kl, lelong des rangdes du rdseau
rdciproque parallbles d Z*, des train6es diffuses pour k *
6n; sur les r6ticules des rdflexions h0l, des traln6es ana-
logues, mais moins marqudes, suivent les directions X* et
Z*. On peut construire un modlle structurel de la min-
nesotaite i partir des donn€es roengenographiques pour la
maille sous-muhiple k : 3n, des images structurelles dans
I'optique i €lectrons, et la simulation des donnCes de diffrac-
tion 6lectronique par diffraction optique. En premibre ap-
proximation, une couche 2:l peut se concevoir conune con-
tinue: couche d'octabdres flanqude de couches tetra6driques
oppos€es, discontinues le long deX, mais continue le long
de ). Dans la structure P, les bandes tdtra€driques sont
larges de quatre t€traEdres; dans la structure C, deux types
de bandes alternantes sont larges, respectivement, de trois
et de quatre tetraedrss. Dans les deux types de structure,
deux bandes contigiies sont reli6es p.u une chaine de
tdtrabdres i silicium, parallAle i f, situ6e dans l'inter-
couche, Les bandes d'une m€me couche sont donc forte-
ment unies. les bandes tdtra6driques oirposdes, de part et
d'autre de la couche octa6drique, sont d€plac€es I'une pat
rapport i I'autre, paraUelement a Xd'une demi-largeur de
bande. Il en r6sulte une comrgation des couches' av@ une
certaine courbure de la surface de contact entre t6trabdres
et octaedres. Notre conjecture quant i l'origine du surr6seau
s'appuie sur la diff6rence de dimensions entre la couche
tdtra€drique continue et la couche octaedrique, riche en fer'
id6alement plane. En cons6quence, dix t€traddres (4 + I
+ 4 + 1) embrassent neuf octabdres parallblement e ,r,
dans la structure P, tandis que, dans la structure C, of les
octadres i fer sont plus grands, neuf t6traEdres (4 + I
+ 3 + l) embrassent huit octabdres'

Mots-c6s: minnqotaite, talc (avec Fe), structure modul€e,
rayons X, TEM, HRTEM.

INTRODUCTION

The common liayer-silicate minerals have structures
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in which sheets of corner-linked tetrahedra rue co-
ordinated to sheets of edge-connected octahe&a.
These sheets may be connected in a ratio of either
lzl (i.e., serpentine) or 2:l (i.e., talc, pyrophyllite,
micas) to form a larger unit known as a layer. Adja-
cent layers may be linked by long hydrogen bonds,
as in the serpentines, or by van de Waals bonds, as
in talc or pyrophyllite. Alternatively, linkages may
be formed by various interlayer materials such as
cations, hydrated cations, and metal-hydroxyl octa-
hedral sheets, in the micas, smectites, and chlorite
minerals, respectively. The diversity of interlayer
connections acceptable between 2:l layers suggests
that the layers themselves impose minim4l restric-
tions on the nature of the interlayer bonding.

In contrast to the junction at the interlayer region,
the linkage between the component tetrahedral and
octahedrat sheets is quite restricted because the apical
oxygen atoms ofthe tetrahedral sheet are shared with
the co-ordination polyhedra ofthe octahedral sheet.
This common plane of junction requires that the
tetrahedral and octahedral sheets have equal or
nearly equal lateral dimensions. However, variations
in the unconstrained lateral dimensions of these two
component sheets are common, and two general
nscfuanisrns have been observed that compensate for
the misfit: either a chemical substitution in either or
both component sheets, or a strudural adjustment.
For example, there is either little or no difference
in lateral dimension of the two component sheets in
the serpentine lizardite, because Al3* substitutes for
both Sia+ and Mg2+, thereby enlarging the lateral
dimensions of the silicate tetrahedral sheet and reduc-
ing the size of the octahedral sheet, while still main-
taining charge balance. If chemistry does not
ameliorate all misfit in lizardite, presumably con-
gruence is achieved by small distortions in the tetra-
hedral and octahedral polyhedra.

Structural adjustments vary considerably depend-
ing on the amount of strain at the junction and the
flexibility of the component sheets. Where the ideal
lateral dimensions of a tetrahedral sheet are larger
than those of an octahedral sheeti as is common in
the micas, Ziagin (1957) and Radoslovich (1961)
have shown that the tetrahedral sheet can easily
reduce its size by in-plane rotations of adjacent tetra-
hedra in opposite directions. Enlargement of a sheet
of tetrahedra by structural adjustment to allow con-
gruence with the octahedral sheet is more difficult,
and often both sheets must deform or be modulated.
In 1:1 layer silicates, observed modifications include:
(l) out-of-plane tilting of tetrahedra to form the
cylinder-like coiled structire of chrysotile (Jagodzin-
ski & Kuuze 1954), Q) tetrahedral tilting with peri
odic inversions at four- and eight-fold rings to form
the wave-like strucfire of antigorite (Zussman 1954,
Kunze 1956) and (3) tilting of tetrahedra with peri-
odic inversions of three- and four-fold rings to

produce the domed island-like structures of greena-
lite and caryopilite (Guggenheim e/ al. 1982). Modifi-
cations involve vacancies in the sheet of octahedra
at the inversion point in the tetrahedral sheet, as has
been suggested for antigorite, greenalite and caryopil-
ite. Bailey (1980) provided a recent summary.

Excessive out-of-plane tilting of tetrahedra can-
not occur in the 2:1 layer silicates because identical
sheets on opposite sides of a common octahedral
sheet hold it flat under tension. To provide for a bet-
ter fit between sheets of tetrahbdra and octahedra
in 2:l layer silicates, strucfural accommodations have
been found to include: (1) the adjustment of sheet
thicknesses with a corresponding change in lateral
dimensions, as in sudoite @geleton & Bailey 1967),
(2) a reversal and relinkage of apices of tetrahedra,
as in stilpnomelane @ggleton 1972) or ganophyllite
(Eggleton & Guggenheim 1986), and (3) a modified
geometry of sheets to include three-fold rings as in
zussmanite (Lopes-Vieira & Zussman 1969) or five-
and seven-fold rings, as in bannisterite (I.M.
Threadgold, pers. comm., 1979). Limited tilting of
letrahedra may occur along with the other structural
accommodations, as has been found in stilpnome-
lane, bannisterite and ganophyllite.

Minnesotaite is an iron-rich hydrous layer-silicate
that commonly occurs in silicate iron-formations
metamorphosed to a low grade (Leith 1903, Gruner
1944). Gruner suggested that minnesotaite is the fer-
rous iron analogue of talc, based on X-ray powder
photographs of impure material. However, an osta-
hedral sheet rich in ferrous iron is too large to link
laterally with a Si-rich tetrahedral sheet without a
structural reorganizatiop. Althouglt the d(ml) value
of approdmately 9.6 A suggests a 2zl layer silicate
like talc, Guggenheim & Bailey (1982) found that the
structure is modulated by a superlattice along each
of its three axes. The superlattice along X* is well
defined for the twin that was studied and shows a
repeat of at least nine times the normal a-axis repeat
on the hOl aad hk0 nets. However, other subcell
zones indicated a further doubling of a, leading to
a superlattice c axis eighteen times that of the sub-
cell ae. Likewise, the b-axis repeat was found to
efiend to 6bs and the c axis was tentatively assigned
a superlattice of twelve cs. Twinning does not cause
superposition of subcell reflections; the X-ray pow-
der data were indexed and subcell dimensions refined
by Guggenheim & Bailey (1982).

Both the chemistry (see below) and the X-ray data
suggest that the minnesotaite structure is similar to
the 2:l talc structure, but v/ith either one or both
types of sheets modulated. The purpose of this study
is to determine the nature of the slructural accom-
modation that takes place in minnesotaite.

COMPOSITION OF MINNESOTAITE

All analyzed samples (Table 1) have been shown
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tabeLled as s@1e No. fM 131 frm the Saganore pit, Cuylm district, Miresota by Blake (1965). fhe analysis
has ben adj6ted to rwe elffints resultiJrg lrm stilprrelre, opaques, qrbomtes md ontmimting P205
and Tioz, 1a wet arElysis reportd by Blake (1965); lb pmbe ffilysis.

tabelLed 6 s€tqfe No. 60cF 133 md olleted by G. A. Gross one mi].e nortlmest of the French Mine m the slope
northrest of Pete sigml, rear ScheffewiLle, Qrebec. G. A. Bender, ffi1yst.

Labelled as sarple No. GF M-1 cmirg fm a drill hole in the Sdrefferuille, Quebec ar€ 1@ted jl the Sokonal
Irm Fomation. 3a wet ilBLysi.s by J. L. Bmer; 3b prcbe malysis.

Frm the Blue BeLl Mire, Riondel, Brltish Colmbia. 4a wet analysis fton PemuLt E Hebert (1968)i 4b probe
analysis.

Frm tfie Ituob iake ara, Qrrbec (near Sdlefferyille). Probe alaLysis.

Fron tle Aubm Mine, l{imsota. Probe anaLysis.

Labelled s saqf"e llo. DC-21 f]u the Lean Chert renber of tlp Sokorlan lrm Fomtion a!'prtrinately me niLe
southeast of Ardua lc&e, Quebec, and given as probe aralysis M-5 it Lesher (1978).

through TEM studies to contain impurities, com-
monly stilpnomelane, graphite, €reenalite, quartz,
magnetite and other (unidentified) phases. Therefore,
differences in bulk chemistry may not be pertinent

to the compo$ition of minnesotaite. The most relia-
ble aualyses Cfable 1, la and 7) are those of Blake
(1965) and Lesher (1978). Blake made great efforts
to determine the effects of each contaminant and
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could subtract out impurity components. Only quartz
and magnetite are associated withthe Sokoman sam-
ple (Anal. 7), and it is possible to avoid contami-
nated areas during analysis by electron microprobe.
Small amounts of Ca, Na and K, especially in the
Sokoman sample, suggest that the minnesotaite
structure has a limited capacity to accommodate the
alkali elements.

Results of four wet-chemical analyses (Tables l,
la, 2, 3a aud 4a) are given along with electron-
microprobe data for comparison. Although it is
likely that the iron was partly oxidized during the
analysis of sample 2, the results are of interest to
establish hydroxyl content. Within the accurary of
the analyses, water content for the three samples
appears consistent. Calculated formulae show a sig-
nificant excess of hydroxyl in minnesotaite in com-
parison to that in talc.

Analyses of samples from theAuburn mine show
41ange of compositions consistent with substitution
of iron fs1 6egnesium. However, such analyses can-
not determiire whether individual grains are of the
reported composition or whether grains of distinctly.
different compositions average to the reported bulk-
composition.

X-Rav STUPY
The subcell

Single-crystal X-ray data were obtained for the
subcell reflections on material from the Cuyuna dis-
trict of Minnesota. Precession photographs and
(Gandolfi) powder data from the single crystal used
in this study were presented by Guggenheim & Bailey
(1982). The crystal was mounted on the C axis and
data collected on a Picker FACS-I 5ingls-srysfal
diffractometer using MoKcr radiation. The specimen
shows extra reflections, about midway between sub-
cell reflections, indicating that it is a twin. However,
the contrast in mosaic spread between the two groups
of subcell reflections, the differences in intensities
of the two sets, and the close agreement between the
relative intensities of the predominant set, as meas-
ured by the single-crystal diffractometer and from
the Gandolfi fibn, suggest that the extra reflections
(those of the second component crystal) do not
superimpose with the subcell reflections of the first
component crystal in the twin.

Because of large mosaic spread, reflections were
collected in an omega-scan mode, with scan widths
of 4.25", Scan speed vsls 1",/min, and background
counts were made for 20 seconds. Intensity meas-
urements, collected for the entire reciprocal sphere
to 20 :40' , yielded 2645 reflections, including twin
reflections. Crystal and electronic stability were
monitored by comparing a set of three standard
reflections taken every 50 observations. The data
were corrected for Lorentz and polarization effects.
The 00/ type reflections (/ from 2 to 13) were col-

lected by taking r, scans (i.e., rotating the crystal
approximately about the diffraction vector) and
measuring intensities at each 10o increment in d. The
resulting 36 measurements of intensity per (X)/ reflec-
tion were then used to correct empirically for absorp-
tion (North et al. 1968). Absorption was found to
be considerable; variations in intensity within a
grouping of the 36 reflections qmount to as much
as 6090.

Reflections were considered observed for I>3o,
where the standard deviation o of the intensity I is
defined as o(D : Ic + 0.2s(tJtaF@r + Bz) + (pl)21'h,
where c is the total integrated counts in time 1",
81 and B2 are the background counts in time tb, p
is- arbitrari ly chosen as 0.03, and
I = [s-0.5(t./16)(Br-BJ]. Reflections were collected
by using a pseudohexagonal unit-cell and then trans-
formed to the C-centred cell grven by Guggenheim
& Bailey (1982). This cell is analogous to that of talc.
The data were averaged to four octants for evalua-
tion in space group CI. There are 496 unique reflec-
tions from the main component' 3M of which are
considered to be of zero intensity, Of the 192
observed reflections, there are twelveffil and62 h0l
reflections. All observed reflestions have k = 3n,

One4imensional electron-density proi ection - In layer
silicates, the 00/ reflections are least likely to be
affected by twinning. One-dimensional electron-
density maps were calculated by determining the
phases based on a talc structure (e co-ordinates), with
iron scattering factors for the octahedral occupancy.
That is, it was assumed that the minnesotaite struc-
ture is a modification of a 2:l layer silicate, an
assumption that was confirmed by high-resolution
imaging (see below).

The resulting electron-density map shows signifi-
cant electron-density in the 'interlayer' region at
z = 0.5. The ratio of peak heights at z = 0, I I (apical
oxygen + OII) to z = O (Fe ions) is 0.3 I . This ratio
is in agreement with the expected value for a talc-
like octahedral sheet, in which the heavy atom is co-
ordinated by six oxygen atoms and OH groups.

Based on the elechondensity maps, approximately
13 electrons per three iron atoms are required in the
interlayer space. Several maps were calculated by
removing scattering material at z--0.29 (Si) and
z:0.36 @asal oxygen atoms) and adding electrons
at z:0.5. The residual rR improved considerably:
R6s1 for no interlayer material, as in an Fe-talc
stnicture, is 0.27, whereas R*; for the model with
interlayer material is 0.05. Figure I shows the result-
ing direct-Fourier and difference-Fowier maps.

The residual R is not sensitive to variations in scat-
tering material taken from either Si or basal oxygen
positions for placement at z : 0,5, Therefore, it is
not possible from these data to determine the propor-
tion of Si and basal oxygen atoms required to total
13 electrons in the interlayer region.
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Ftc. l. One-dimensional electron-density map for minnesotaite from the Cuyuna dis-
trict, Minnesota. Numbers under the curve represent integrated intensities, in elec-
trons, of the corresponding resolved peaks. The largest peak represents the elec-
tron count of 78 electrons of octahedral iron, Fe3. The dotted line is the resulting
Fourier difference-map, The residual (R) value is 0.05.

Two-dimensional onalysis. With the structure fac-
tors phased by the iron ions and co-ordinating oxy-
gen atons and OH groups, an &0/direct-Fourier map
was calculated. Additional peaks were located that
are consistent with silicon and basal oxygen atoms
in an arrangement similar to that in talc. However,
electron-density peaks for the silicon atoms in talc-
like silicon positions have densities equivalent to only
0.74 silicon atoms rather than I as in talc. Further-
more, the basal oxygen located directly below the sili-
con was not found as a discrete peak in the map.
However, the silicon peak is sufficiently diffuse and
strong that this basal orygen, which is closest to the
silicon in projection, may be unresolved.

Two additional peaks were located in the interlayer
region (x,e; 0.45, 0.5; 0,1, 0.5), each about 7.5 elec-
trons (equivalent in height to 2 x 0.26 silicon atoms)
in height, The iron and silicon atoms show consider-
able elongation along Z* and were insluded in suc-
cssive Fourier calculations split into two half-atoms,
slightly displaced along Z*. Attempts to refine the
strusture were unsuccesful, indicating that the limits
of the data for this model had been reached. The
residual R for the model that includes 'half-atom'

iron ions, all basal oxygen atoms, interlayer scatter-

ing material and two scale factors (one for @/ and
another for all other ftOl reflections) is 0.121 (Rt)
and 0.110 (R).

ELscrnoN-OprIcAL SrUDY

All the samples grven in Table I were examined
by electron microscopy on a JEOL lmCX, and sam-
ples from the Cuyuna distrist (Blake 1965) and the
Sokoman Iron Formation (Lesher 1978) were exa-
mined also on a JEOL 200CX electron microscope.
For diffraction patterns and optical-imaging tech-
niques near the basal plane, samples were prep€ued
by abrading minnesotaite-rich rock with an iron file
and further dispersing the particles in alcohol with
an ultrasonis vibrator. For examination, a drop of
alsohol with the dispersed particles was placed on
a holey carbon gdd and allowed to evaporate. It is
noteworthy that minnesotaite, like most layer sili-
cates, shows perfect cleavage on the (001) plane.
However, imperfect cleavage is also observed, on the
(010) plane.

For diffraction patterns and optical-imaging
studies at orientations far from the basal plane, sam-
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ples were prepared by conventional Ar ion-thinning
techniques. S4mFles studied in the JEOL l00CX
could be placed in a tilt-rotate or a double-tilt stage,
both with i60o tilt axes. In this way, all orienta-
tions of the reciprocal lattice could be examined, and
it was possible to relate tle different sets of prin-
cipal planes of diffraction. The JEOL 200CX has
sample-tilt restrictions of * 10".

Minnesotaite consistsof two structural modifica-
tions, one primitive (PI), the other bne face-centred
(CI); an apparently single crystal commonly exhibits
both. In addition, twinning and one-dimensional dis-
order in several directions are cornmon. Therefore,
for simplicity, diffraction data are presented in two
parts, based'on the primitive cell modifrcation and
the C-centred cell variant.

Frc. 3. The ftOl net of the P lattice varies considerably from crystal to crystal. The
F* atgls has a value of 64" in Figure 3a whereas it has a value of 52o in Figure
3b, However, a feature common to all &0/ nets is the sinusoidal variation of inten-
sity along X*. Both nets are from the minnssstails sample from Ardua Lake,

Quebec. A pseudo a-glide plane (h\l, h= 2n) is apparent.
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Diffraction data: the primitive lattice

In order to emphasize the differences between the
orientation ofreciprocal lattice planes relative to the
elestron beam, we define the "true hlfr net" as the
plane contaning a*b*, whereas the "basal plane" is
the (001). These two planes are not coincident in min-
nesotaite. Howwer, dscribing both planes is benefi-
sial, since the (001) is the cleavage plane and may
be oriented rapidly with respect to the electron beam,
whereas the a*b* plane often is difficult to find.

The tnte hk| net and the basal plane. The hkO
net is ch4rasterized by strong subcell-reflections (Fig.
2a) along k : 3n layer lines. Parallel to X*, there
are ten superlattice spacings betwee;n subce[ reflec-
tions, indicating thata : l0 x 2.8 A : 28 A. Com-
pared to other superlattice reflections, triplets of
more intense superlattice reflestions occur in a hex-
agonal pattern symmetrically about each subcell
reflection. For example, superlattice reflections with
indices 410, 510 and 610 form one of six triplets
about the origin, with the 510 reflection being
reproduced 9very 60o rotation about Z, but with the
410-510-610 vector maintained parallel to X*.

Most crystals show streaking parallel to X* simi-
lar to that observed in Figure 2a, although the
amount of diffuseness may vary considerably. Also
note that ft00 reflections (h0l data,l: 0) with i odd
are very weak, indicating a pseudo a-glide plane in
the structure (see also Fig. 3).

Bessuss minnesotaite is triclinic, X* is not perpen-
dicular to the cleavage normal(Z*); hence a diffrac-
tion pattern taken with the electron beam normal to
a cleavage flake does not represent any crystallo-
graphic net in reciprocal space. However, because
of the stacking disorder and the consequeut Z*
streaking of most reciprocal-lattice nodes, the
diffraction pattern ofa cleavage flake varic sontinu-
ously as the flake is tilted out ofthe (001) plane, ren-
dering zone orientation impossible. Furthermore,
because the true c axis changes orientation (see
below) with almost every layer, a unique orientation
parallelto Z is impossible to attain. Because of tlese
difficulties, high-resolution images (see below) are
presented for the basal plane. In the P cell, the basal
plane net differs from the true hlc0plane primarily
in subtle differences in intensity of subcell reflections
(c/ Figs. 7a",2b>.

The hhl net. It is characteristic of all &0/nets (Fig.
3) that h = l0re rows contain relatively $trong max-
ima rn intensity, whereas h - l0n *2 rows are
weaker and h = lOn *4 rows are still weaker. Alter-
natively, this phenomenon may be described as a
sinusoidal variation of intensity along X*.

T\e hill elestron-diffraction pattern differs from
crystal to crystal and may vary within parts of a sin-
gle gain. Although the general appearance of the
pattern is similar, unique B* angles may be meas-
ured at approximately 42", 52" or 64 or, if the sense
(+ or -) of the C axis is changed, unique angles

Ftc.4. The Otl net of tle P structural type has weak k odd rows that are most appar-
ent on overexposed photographs. Diffuse streaking parallel to 7 is characteris-
tic. The sample is from the Auburn mine, Minnesot€..
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approximately 75", 46o or 57o may be measured.
These p* measurements arc not describing a single
h0llatttceb adifferent way, but represent observed
variations in B* of different P lattices, sometimes
within a single grain. Fieures 3a and 3b illustrate two
variations in Br. It is remarkable, given the varia-
tion in 8*, that crystals may be zufficiently organized
to produce sharp maxima at reciprocal-lattice nodes.
In particular, 00/ reflections are usually sharp.
However, slieht streaking along Z* (especially for
h = lDn*2rows in Fig. 3b) is common and, occa-
sionally, some crystals exhibit 3 d6uUing of super-

lattice reflections and significant streaking along Z*
(dnd, less commonly, along X*).

The Okl net. The ilkI net (Fig. 4) is characterized
by very weak k : odd rows; it is generally necgssary
to overexpose the ilkl net before the k = odd rows
become appaxent. For all samples examined, these
rows show diffuse streaking parallelto Z*. Although
pseudo-0k/ patterns are superficially similar in spac-
ings and intensities to the true 0/c/ net, the two orien-
tations may be distinguished by the presence, or
absence, of these rows.

Reflections with f = 2n also show moderately

lt . " '

' ' ' ' t j

, i

Frc. 5. The C lattice hk0, n* (a, above) is superficially eimila' 16 both the hk0 net
of the P cell (cl, with Fig. 2a) and tle basal-plane net (b). All three nets have
strong subcell reflections and superlattice fiiplets. This net (5a), however, has nine
superlattice spacings between strong subcell reflections along.Y" as compared to
ten for the P cell (cl, with Fig. 2a) and eleven on the C-cell basal plane (5b)' All
C-centred nets are from the Cuyuna district, Minnesota.
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diffuse streaking parallel to Z*, although the k = 6n
rows show this effect less than the others. The
presence of intensity maxima along these rows allows
a choice of o*, with a measurement of 76.3o t 0.2o
for a one-layer structure. If cr* is chosen to be 90o,
then a two-layer modification is dessribed. For the
latter, the following conditions for possible reflec-
tion may be noted: k ='4n with / = even, and
k : 4n+2 with /=odd. These conditions suggest
that for a unit cell defining a two-layer structure,
atoms must repeat at 0,/,2 and0J+Vr, z*yz,

Diffraction data: the C-centred lattice

The true hk0 net and the basal plane. The true
hk0 net (Fig. 5a) and the basal-plane net @ig. 5b),

although superficially similar, differ in important
details. The true ftkO has nine superlattice reflections
between strong subcell refles0ions along X*. This
spacing contra$ts with eleven observed in the basal
plane and the ten found in the true hlcO net of the
P cell. Because of the C-centring, the^ninth observed
refle{ion along X* is 18,0,0 (d-2.8 A), and a equals
50.6 A. Other major difference between thetue hlcl
net and the basal-plane net include variations in
intensrty of subcell reflections similar to those
observed for the two nets of the P cell. A rotation
about Y* of approximately 38o is required to relate
the two nets.

Similar to the true hl<O rct of the P cell, the true
hk0 net of the C cell shows triplets of more intense
superlattice reflections about the subcell reflections.
In addition, streaking parallel to X* is cornmon.

ffi

ffi

FIc. 6. The &0/ net of the C-centred cell has a general sinusoidal distribution of inten-
sities along Xt that reaches a maximum at intervals of h : 9n. Note that the unit
cell must be approximated because maxima are displaced slightly along Z* and
do not coincide with Bragg positions,
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The h0l net (Fig. O. In contrast to the P cell net,
the Xt direction of the C-cell net has superlattice
spacings with & = 0, !,4, t 14 and t 18 rows of
greater intensity than the other rows. Generally, the
rows exhibit a similar sinusoidal variation of inten-
sity as the h0l of the P cell, although rows with ft
: l8n + 2 are weak.

The &0/electron-diffraction pattern also has vari-
able B* angles. In addition, there is sufficient varia-
bility within single crystals to produce onedimension
disorder alongZ*, Such disorder is reflected in ftOl
diffraction patterns by having reciprocal-lattice-node
intensity slightly offset from the Bragg position.
Diffrastion nodes show diffuseness alotg Z*, alid
the unit cell as defined from this net is an average
cell.

It is apparent from this net why the superlattice
spacings between strong subcell reflections alongXt
have a repeat of eighteen in the true ikO net of the
C-centred cell and an apparent repeat of 22 on the
basal plane. The basal-plaue net intersects the h\l
net at right angles to C, thereby passing between
reflestions on the i: 18 layer line but intersecting
a strong reflection on the h=22 layer line.

The 0kl net. The Okl net in the C-centred lattice
differs from what it is in the correspeading P lattice
in that the weak rows are absent (cl, Figs. 7, 4). All
other characteristics of the two nets are the same.

Tns UNIT Cnrl ewo urn Errecr or Twnwnc

Because of the variable B* angls, the unit cell for
either the P or the C-centred lattice is not unique;
there are at least three well-cryslallized varieties of
each and many more poorly organized or average
cells. A commonly found cell for both P and C-
centred variants has a F* of 52". For purposes of
comparis^on, these ce[s are given bplow: P cell:
o : 28 A, b : 9.40 A, c : 12.36A, ct - l0lo,
B - 127",^7 - X)o, space gxoup Pf . C;centred cell:
a : 5O.6 A, b = 9.42 A, c : 12.36A, o - l0lo,
9 - lX", 7 - X)o, space group CI.

The well-crys1al1iz.ed, C-centred material reported
by Guggenheim & Bailey (1982) has a regular perio-
dicity along.lS and corresponds to the C-centred cell
witn B'r of 42o. We have re-examined the single-
crystal X-ray photographs of Guggcnheim & Bailey
to reconcile the reported differences in unit-cell
parameters.

Intergrowths in minnesotaite crur occlu either by
a translation of structural units by t6l6 (see dis-
cussion below) or by two-fold rotation so that the
sense (+ or -) of the c axis is reversed. These rota-
tions occur along a twin axis parallel to X. The crys-
tal described by Guggenheim & Bailey has both types
of twin operations; the former produced an appar-
ent increased superlattice c-axis periodicity in the &0/

Ftc. 7. The C-centred cell Okl net shows pronounced streaking along Z*. Tbe a* angle
may be defined from the maxima on k + 3n layer lines,
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net that was not recogdzed as related to twinning
in the earlier study. Note that these refleqtions are
connected by diffuse streaking, indicating a
coherency of inter$owth. The apparent increase in
periodicity of the superlattice o- alld b-axes resulted
from higher-level superlattice reflections passing
through the layer-line screen. In summary, both sets
of data are consistent with the unit cell reported here.
The reciprocal-cell data ofthe C-centred lattice given
by Guggenheim & Bailey (1982) may be transformed
to a subcell whose reciprocal axes are parallel to those
of the superlattice by the matrix

a6s: -la6s + 0bo"+2c6s
b6s = 046s + lbcB -thccs
c6s: 0468 + 0,cB + lccB

Table 2 gives the indexed powder-pattern for the C-
centred lattice referred to these axes. The d-value at
4.62 A,is attributed to superlattice reflections and
has not been indexed here (see Guggenheim & Bailey
1982).

HTcTT-RssoI,UTToN IMAGING, INTERPRETATIoN AND
MODEL OFTHE STRUCTURE

Bright-field images were formed by the introduc-
tion through the objective aperture of all reflections
within a radius of 0.5 A-1 for both the basal plane
(Fig. 8) and the h0l nets (Fig. 9). The structural
images of Figures 8 and 9 provide a straightforward

description ef fle minnssotaite structure, v/ithin the
constraints of resolution. Figure 9 shows an uni$-
terrupted row of dots with maxima every 3.3 A,
which is interpreted as a continuous octahedral sheet
with iron atoms possibly resolved. On either side of
the octahedral sheet are discontinuous bands that are
consistent with short lengths of connected tetrahedra.
The shorter bands are 9 A and are equivalent in width
to three linked tetrahedra, whereas the longer are 12
A, which is equal to four linked tetrahedra. Figure
8 illustrates that tlese tetrahedral linkages extend
along Yinfinitely, as is qonsistent with the short D-
axis periodicity of 9.42 A. Therefore, the structure
may be described as consisting of strips of tetrahedra
either three or four tetrahedra wide on either side
of a sheet of octahdra. In the interlayer region, there
is electron density between tetrahedral strips @ig.
9). To be consistent with a talc-like chemistry and
tle X-ray-diffraction data, this electron density must
be interpreted as two tetrahedra that serve to con-
nect adjacent layers. In some especially well-resolved
areas of the image, the electron density appears to
be split, with each part possibly representing a tetra-
hedron in prqjection. The measured width of these
regions is 6 A, consistent with this interpretation.
Where the tetrahedral apices are inverted, an OH
group is required to complete octahedral co-
ordination about tle iron ions. This is in accord with
the chemisal determinations that indicate an excess
in hydroxyl relative to the normal structure of talc.

The tetrahedral strips are offset across the octa-.
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hedral sheet @ig. 9c) so that there are only small
regions of 2:l layer character. This arrangement
allows the octahedral sheet to warp or to become
wave-like, although the details ofthis are apparent
only in some areas of Figures 9a and b. In addition,
particularly near the junction wherg the tetrahedral
strips and inverted interlayer tetrahedra join, the
tetrahedra in the strips tilt out of plane to cause a
slight warping effect. The diffrastion evidence for
these effects is discussed in more detail below.

It is evident that there is considerable irregularity
associated with the placement of the strips of tetra-
hedra on either side of the octahedral sheer.
Although the image from the h0l net of the P cell
@ig. 9a) is dominated by strip-width sequences
involving four tetrahedra, width sequences involv-
ing the alternation of tlree and four tetrahedra may
be found, as well as random sequences. These
sequences have a significant effect on 0* values and
correlate with the variations observed in ftOl diffrac-

tion patterns (see above). Note also that the inegular-
ity in width of the tetrahedral strip along X makes
further interpretation of the structural image of the
basal plane (Fig. 8) difficult, because this image
requires a projection down C. Figure 9b, the inage
from the &0/net of tle C-centred cell, differs primar-
ily from Figure 9a in that strip-width sequences
involving the alternation of tlree and four tetrahedra
dominate the structure. It is noteworthy that in some
images (not shown) there are occasionally tetrahedral
strip-width sequences that include five tetrahedra,
and several areas have been located tlut have
alOOt; = 7 | *d that are antigorite-like in character.

DTscussToT.I AND FURTHER INTERPRETATIoN

The X-ray structure analysis indicates that min-
nesotaite has a talc-like 2:l layer, but that approxi-
mately one quarter of the silicon atoris are missing
from the continuous tetrahedral sheet and that the

491

FIc. 8, The bright-field image of the basal plane of the C-centred cell net (Cuyuna
district sample) shows tlat the structural featues of minnesotaite are continuous
along Y, but perturbations occur along X.
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missing atoms axe to be found between the 2:l layas.
The high-resolution images confirm this analysis, but
neither technique can provide the necessary resolu-
tion accurately to describe details. For example, tle
relative positions and spacings of adjacent strips of
tetrahedra would partially establish connectivity of
tetrahedra between adjacent layers, but this infor-
mation cannot be derived from the images or X-ray-
subcell data. The &/r0 diffraction net contains this
information, but diffraction patterns of large super-
strustures are difficult to compute, even if tle struc-
ture is known generally. From a practical viewpoint,
input data are unwieldy, and computer tima are long
for a structure with a large number of parameters.
Further problems arise in computing patterns from
disordered structures, such as that of minnesotaite,
and ttre output, whether numerical or half-tone, is
difficult to assess. In addition, to solve a superstruc-
ture by trial-and-error procedures through numeri-
cal calculations would be laborious. By contrast, an
optical diffraction pattern (Iaylor & Lipson 1964),
produced from a two-dimensional mask represent-

ing a projection of the structure, is easy and inex-
pensive to produce and may be rapidly compared to
an electron- or X-ray-diffraction pattern.

Layer silicates are composed of two major sub-
strustures, the octahedral and the tetrahedral sheets.
The octahedral sheet, which is usually comprised of
heavy atoms, dominates the diffraction pattern and
impresses a hexagonal distribution of intensity on
the Fourier transform. For example, in the &k0 net
of talc, miexrs, etc., maxima occur in the C-centred
s€ll at positions ofindices 200, 130 and 130 and 060,
330, 330, with each group being pseudosymmetri-
cally equivalent (hexagonal). If the tetrahedral sheet
is commensurate with the octahedral sheet, the
Fourier transform from the tetrahe&al portion will
have maxima at the same &k indices, as well as sub-
sidiary maxima at 110, 020, 1T0, e/c., produced by
the larger size of the tetrahedral repeat unit. For the
purposes of model development, we may initially
consider the sheets of tetrahedra and octahedra as
'semi-independent', so that their lateral dimensions
do not have to be congruent. For cases in which the
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Frc.9a. The bright-field high-resolution image of the iOl net of the P cell (Ardua Lake sample) showing the continu-
ous nature of the Fe octahe&al sheet and the modulated tetrahedral sheets. Inteusity distribution between the layers
is interpreted as inverted tetrahedra that serve to connect the layers. Several examples of B are given. See the appropriate
sections for further discussion.
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tetrahedral sheet is not of the same size as the octa-
hedral sheet, the Fourier trausform of the tehahedral
sheet will reach maxima at positions displaced from
those due to the Fourier transform ofthe octahedral

sheet. Normal layer silicates do not show such dis-
placements because the tetrahedral and octahedral
sheets are commensurate and, also, because the
Bragg reflections are widely spaced. However, in

ffi::ff$

&,u uu-n

Frc. 9b. This /l0/ image, for the C-centred cell (Cuyuna district sample), differs primarily from that in Figure 9a in
that the strip widtls alternate with sequences involving 3 and 4 tetrahedra, whereas Figure 9a is dominated by strip-
width sequences of 4 tetrahedra. (c) Diagram of the P-ceU structure viewed down Y. (fhe interlayer tetrahedra are
actually corner-shared.)
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Fro. 10. Aspects of the minnesotaite structures and optical diffraction patterns from models: (a) P cell, showing adja-
cent 4-tetrahedra-wide strips connected across the interlayer region by. chains of tetrahedra. O) Optical diffraction
mask, insluding Fe, Si and O. (c) Optical diffraction pattern (compare Fig. 2b).
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structures with superlattices caused by a small struc-
tural perturbation, tle Fourier transform approaches
a continuum, which allows detail in the transform
to be interpreted. It is on the basis of this detail and
the observed displacements of maxima that we have
modeled the hk0 diffraction data for minnesefails;
the displacemenlq are caused by lateral misfit
between a larger sheet of Fe(O,OH)u octahedra and
a smaller sheet of SiO4 tetrahedra.

The intensity distribution for observed reflestions
along a*, the superlattice direction ia minnssefaile,
is an important aspect of the interpretation of the
structure. Reflection 8(X) is weak, 10,0,0 is very
strong and 12,0,0 is 4edium. The 10,0,0 in min-
nesotaite (dro.o.o:2.8 A) corresponds to the d2pfor
an analogous layer silicate without a superlattice,
such as talc. This intensity distribution suggests that
the Fourier transform of the component sheets
reaches a maximum at l0 < h < 12 rather than exactly
at h = 10. This results from the tetrahedral sheet
being smaller than the octahedral sheet.

An intriguing feature of the hkv net is the distri-
bution of triplets of more intense superlattice-
reflections symmetrically located about each subcell
reflestion. Optical modeling shows that these reflec-
tions are produced when two strips of tetrahedra
parallel to Y, each four tetrahedra wide, are equally
spaced over ten octahedra.

Additional optical simulations for a structure with
a wave-like octahedral sheet produce a sinusoidal dis-
tribution of intensity such as that observed on the
hOl net. Some flexing of the octahedral sheet would
be anticipated when strips oftilted tetrahedra are off-,
set across the octahedral sheet. Note that the wave-
like nature of the octahedral sheet is observed only
in selected positions of Figure 9, but the diffraction
evidence suggests that it is a common feature of the
structure. The X-ray hOl dtect Fourier map of the
subcell is also in agreement with this interpretation,
since it was possible to model the iron ions on the
basis of half atoms with displacements along Z*.

The C-cell material has a cqmposition
FerSiruO*(OH)25, and the P-cell, Fe*SiooOs6(OFD2r.
Mg substitutes for Fe more extensively in the P-cell
structure. There is little substitution of Si by Al. The
ideal chemical formulae of the subcells are: C cell:
Fe3SiaOe.rr(OH)2.8e, P cell: Fe3SiaOe.5(OlI)2.6. They
contain significantly more (OH) than normal talc,
but are consistent with the structural formulae cal-
culated to +22 (Table l).

Finer details of the hkU diffraction net of min-
nesotaite can be modeled by varying the displace-
pents of adjacent tetraBedral strips parallel to L The
model presented here (Figs. lOa, c) grves a satisfac-
tory match in intensity between the electron and opti-
cal diffrastion patterns, when adjacent tetrahedral
strips a/2 apart axe displaced by b/2 on one side of
the interlayer and b/6 on the other. Such displace-

ments give atomic co-ordinates (relative to @l nor-
mal) of (/, !, Z), (x + Vz, -1, z) and so give rise to
a pseudo a-g;lide plane in the P cell. In the C-centred
cell, lr00 reflections with & odd absent is a condi-
tion required by the lattice type. Streaking parallel
to X*, commonly observed, occlus when adjacent
tetrahedral strips are displaced semirandomly.

Attempts to use optical simulation methods to
model the spatial relationship of the strips of tetra-
hedra between adjacent layers fail, because the
observed hkl diffraclion pattern (Figs. 2a, 5a) is
essentially the Fourier transform of an individual
layer. Disorder parallel to (001) introduces diffuse-
ness along Z* , as is apparent in the Okl diffraction
pattern @igs. 4, 7). Therefore, there is no single
translation-vector c between one layer and another.
It is only possible to represent the octahedral sheet
and its adjacent tetrahedral sheet because these have
the same relationship in all layers. It is possible,
however, to place constraints on the disposition of
the tetrahedral strips between adjacent layers by
using arguments based on crystal chemistry. o

In order to be consistent with b:9.4 A,
d(001)-9.6 A, tetrahedra in the interlayer region
must link adjacent tetrahedral strips by a chain
parallel to Y, having tetrahedral edges approximately
parallel to Y and to Z* @ig. 10a). Therefore, the
interlayer separation is similar to that observed in
talc oipyrophyllite (-2.7 A;. tn these structures'
because the tlree basal anions in a tetrahedron are
not efficient electrostatic shields for opposing Si ions,
the 6-member rings of SiO4 tetrahedra are offset
across the interlayer so that rings of tetrahedra are
not directly superimposed. Such an arrangement
reduces the repulsive effects that would occur if
poorly shielded silicon ions directly opposed each
other asross this narrow interlayer region. Our model
considers that similar forces would be acting in min-
nesotaite; the model features silicon ions projecting
over the edges of tetrahedra in adjacent layers, as
in talc. The structural alTangement presented here
is consistent with the observed cu* and 0* angles.
Because the rings of tetrahedra across the interlayer
do not superimpose, there is no cation site available
for larger cations, such as K, Na and Ca. Small
amounts of alkali present in the chemical composi-
tion Clable 1) may be accomodated in positions that
occasionally occur through positional errors
(associated with tetrahedral strip and layer place-
ment) or as a result of impurity phases.

Finally, note that the misfit between tetrahedral
and octahedral sheets, although responsible for the
development of a superlattice along X, is accommo-
dated along f without a major structural modifica-
tion. Perturbations along Xare common in the Mg-
rich serpentine antigorite, but the Fe-rich serpentine,
greenalite, is island-like, with structural modifica-
tions to relieve strain along Y as well. In min-
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nesotaite, tetrahedral strip widths are narrow (3 and
4 tetrahedra wide) compared to the seven tetrahedra
found across the island in geenalite. Strip widths
of this size may allow sufficient octahedral distor-
tions along lto relieve strain, particularly near strip
edges. Note that the most iron- and silicon-rich min-
nesotaite (Iable l, no. l), which has the largest misfit
between the tetrahedral and octahedral sheets,
requires more perturbations for a given distance
along X than other compositions, because the C-
centred cell has an average strip-width of 3yz tetra-
hedra. On the other hand, the two structural modifi-
catioqs often occur together; the Cuyuna min-
nesotaite has a relatively small amount of p-cell
character, and the most Mg-rich minnesotaite from
the Sokoman Iron Formation (Table 1, no. 7) has
some C-lattice intergrowths. These observations sug-
gest that composition can vary slightly even within
a single grain.
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